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Americana Resort Rocker Set of 2 +
Side Table - White
WQS-ARR-223-1-4-ENS

The rocking chair is a universal symbol of comfort and relaxation. The effortless motion of a good rocker
changes your whole attitude. Accompanied by a mug of coffee, a book, perhaps a glass of wine, or simply the
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serenity of your own thoughts, it's the perfect oasis for a few minutes of quiet Me Time. Introducing the
original Americana Resort Rocker Set including two rocking chairs and one side table. Our classic outdoor
rocking chair not only shares many of the luxury features of our flagship World's Finest Rocker (in a slightly
smaller package), it offers these features at a terrific value. First, it boasts solid premium Eucalyptus wood
construction. We use a sustainable hardwood that is farmed in an environmentally-friendly way and prized
for its teak-like properties of density and extreme durability in all weather conditions. Unlike teak, Eucalyptus
can be painted, enabling us to offer our glossy white and black finishes in addition to the beauty of our
natural oil finish. A full 24 lbs of Eucalyptus wood goes into each Americana rocker. Individual components
are fitted together with centuries-old Mortise and Tenon joinery techniques. This combination of premium
wood and superior construction is what enables our rocking chairs to be truly weatherproof for use on the
porch, patio, deck, or garden space. But it's the design of our rocking chair - the attention to detail in comfort,
aesthetics, and excellent rocking motion - that really makes it stand out. Sink in to our double-contoured seat
and you'll immediately notice the tension release from your body. A light push-off with your foot and you
can't help but succumb to that familiar rocking motion - the same motion a mother uses to sooth her child.
And that's when you realize that you have a new favorite chair. Frontera has been designing, manufacturing
and selling rocking chairs to premium customers, designers, architects, hotels and resorts for 30 years. Our
rocking chairs were developed through numerous design enhancements following feedback from thousands
of customers over a quarter of a century. This chair is at the pinnacle of rocking chair design, from details like
arm shape and thickness, weatherproof materials, to seat and back contour and balance point. Despite being
significantly less expensive than other high quality weatherproof rocking chairs, it is one of the best rockers
money can buy. We have been selling top quality rocking chairs (and other premium outdoor furniture) to 5
star restaurants, hotels, and clubs in more than 40 countries. Top hotel chains like Hyatt, Hilton, Relais &
Chateaux and the Luxury Collection, as well as iconic independent properties including The Greenbrier and
Augusta National Golf Club are just a few of the many properties utilizing our rockers. The stability and
strength of robinia wood has made these rockers usable in locations as environmentally diverse as Death
Valley, Rocky Mountain National Park, Saudi Arabia, Ireland and Japan, among many others. Note: This item
ships partially assembled. Our flat packaging is carefully designed to meet all UPS and Fedex Ground
Shipping guidelines, resulting in very few shipping damage issues and much lower shipping costs, enabling us
to offer this 5 star resort quality rocker at such a competitive price. Easy assembly takes about 20 minutes
with a screwdriver and rubber mallet or hammer.

A Warning to Buyers!
We're a small, close knit team and we prefer to look on the bright side of things here at Frontera. But, the
reality is that the furniture world is chock full of really, really awful products. Many outdoor furniture pieces
you see on eBay or in big box furniture stores are inexpensive because they are made from cheap wood and
hardware and have been scaled down in thickness and size to meet a low price point. You'll notice the
difference in genuine durability and comfort in our furniture. Another thing we recommend you look out for
is sellers who don't make the same promise to pack and ship your products at the highest level possible. We
have been selling premium outdoor furniture for nearly 30 years and you can count on us for top quality and
durable pieces with beautiful finishes, real comfort, and packed and shipped properly. Don't end up sorry
you bought a bad piece of furniture that won't stand up to the elements. Instead choose an excellent piece at
an incredibly fair price from a team of people who care about the products they are selling and the
customers who have chosen to buy from them. If you are not satisfied FOR ANY REASON, you may return
your items in new condition within 14 days for a full refund. Even if you have assembled the furniture and it
cannot be put back into the original box, you can send the furniture back (you must pay return shipping) if it
is still in new condition for a full refund of your purchase price. Your satisfaction is our goal, and we are
confident you will be delighted with our furniture. This outdoor rocking chair is warranted by the
manufacturer against manufacturing defects for 2 years on the frame, one year on the finish, from date of
purchase. To extend the life of your rocker, we recommend placement under a covered porch or to cover the
chair during long durations without use.
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Ensemble includes two white rockers and matching white side table
Truly weather resistant rocker designed to last for years on the porch or patio
Classic Americana rocking chair styling
Rocker is Solid Premium Eucalyptus hardwood while side table is made from Robinia
Ergonomically curved seat and back for ultimate comfort
Perfect balance points for easy, satisfying rocking motion
Tongue and Groove construction for maximum stability and longevity
Substantial leg braces
Painted white gloss finish
Also available in natural oil and painted black gloss finishes
Rocking Chair Dimensions: 26"W x 34.5"D x 45"H; SH 17"; AH 26"; 24 lbs
Rocking Chair Seat Front: 21"W; Seat Back: 17"W; Seat Depth: 19"D
Rocking Chair Width Between Arms: 17-21"W; Arm Width: 3"W
Weight capacity: 250 lbs
Side Table Dimensions: 18"W x 18"D x 18"H
Made in Vietnam
Ships Partially Assembled
Custom colors available for volume commercial orders! Contact Us for a quote
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